Intraspecific sexual isolation in Drosophila.
Intraspecific sexual isolation was examined among wild strains of Drosophila malerkotliana, D. parabipectinata and D. pseudoananassae by multiple-choice method in Elens-Wattiaux mating chamber. In D. pseudoananassae, mating between two strains tested was random and isolation estimate was close to one. In one out of 6 crosses, involving geographic strains of D. malerkotliana, there was significant deviation from randomness and isolation estimate remained low which shows non-random (preferential or positive assortative) mating. In D. parabipectinata, the deviation from randomness was statistically significant due to higher number of homogamic matings in three crosses involving wild strains derived from geographically distant places and isolation estimate remained low in these crosses. The results provide evidence for incipient sexual isolation within D. malerkotliana and D. parabipectinata as a result of genetic divergence.